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Content created in association with



What is Content 
Marketing?

Content Marketing is the practice of attracting and 

retaining customers through the creation and 

distribution of valuable content, such as videos, 

white papers, guides and infographics.

Videos
Infographics

Guides

In short 
Content Marketing is the metaphorical ‘laying out of the cheese’ (content)  
designed to ‘attract a mouse’ (customer).



How this can 
help brokers

A common problem brokers face is differentiating 

themselves from their competition to convert leads and 

build loyalty. The answer can lie in content – effective 

content can be the key differentiator; it can allow 

you to stand out from your competitors, create a 

conversation, build loyalty and generate growth. 

Traditionally brands or sales people have pushed their way 

into people’s lives to get attention. When trying to create a 

long-lasting relationship with your audience this approach 

can be problematic. Firstly, people shut off and get irritated. 

Second, product is not always enough anymore, people 

want to know who you are and the value of the 

product/service to them. 

To do this you need to stop selling and start telling people 

how you can help them. Stop pushing your product and 

start pulling people in with the content that is relevant to 

them and their needs. Stop interrupting them and start a 

conversation with your audience. 

Stop selling 
and start telling 
people how you 
can help them.

Stop interrupting 
them and start a 
conversation with 
your audience.



Content Marketing 
and Social Media
The relationship between Social Media 

Marketing and Content Marketing is  

a blurred one. 

If you think of Social Media as the channel, 

where we find potential customers by 

listening to conversations, Content Marketing 

can be used as the tactic that allows you 

to add value to these potential customers, 

moving them down the path to purchase. 

Social Media is the perfect place to 

share your content marketing efforts. On 

Social Media, nurturing your followers 

and connections by providing them with 

interesting and relevant posts, can help 

them become a sales lead rather than  

just a social link. 
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customers.
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your content 
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connections, 
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you to add value 
to these potential 
customers.



This guidance is provided for information purposes and is general and educational in nature and does not constitute legal advice. You are free to 
choose whether or not to use it and it should not be considered a substitute for seeking professional help in specific circumstances. Accordingly, 
neither Ecclesiastical Insurance Office plc and its subsidiaries nor Factor 3 Communications Limited and its group companies shall be liable for 
any losses, damages, charges or expenses, whether direct, indirect, or consequential and howsoever arising, that you suffer or incur as a result of 
or in connection with your use or reliance on the information provided in this guidance except for those which cannot be excluded by law. Where 
links are provided to other sites and resources of third parties, these links are provided for your information only. Ecclesiastical is not responsible 
for the contents of those sites or resources. You acknowledge that over time the information provided in this guidance may become out of date and 
may not constitute best market practice.

How to build a  
social following

Join us for the next session…

Ideas of 
content  
to think  
about  
posting

 How-to guides for common  
problems in insurance

 Useful answers to those frequently  
asked questions you get everyday

 Content about how to use your  
product or services

 Video (even if it’s just shot with your phone)  
- people are increasingly drawn to shareable  
video content

 Changes in insurance regulation that  
directly affect your customers

 General industry news

For more videos and 
downloads head to  
ecclesiastical.com/socialclub


